
SPOOR  
Pheromone Emitter   

Instantly modify emotional responses for stress free life with 
custom built psychotropic pheromones. 

Trust IKEA to optimize your emotional health. We take the 
work and human errors out of emotional intelligence.

Imagine the perfect dinner party, the best day at work 
and the most connected date night! All possible every day 
on any day, through  your perfectly designed persona 
delivered to you and everyone in your bio zone. 

Link SPOOR to your Magic Rabbit subscription and curate 
your perfect lived experience everyday. Simple!

Lidocaine blood draw sensors have virtually no sting! 
Not a replacement for mental health professionals. 

$499  
Magic Rabbit Service: 
$99/month/person



 

Wow! I can’t believe my life now. It is like a Spuniko! 
Music video where everyone is in love with me. I love the 
attention, but it is hard to stay focused at work when my 
boss keeps hitting on me. Eew gross. 

Finally I’m actively engaged rather than just passively 
consuming. It like a fairy tale I’ve always wanted. Will it 
all crumble if my subscription expires? It is expensive. 

This is weird. My white co-workers keep asking me to 
bring my family over for dinners and bbq. They keep 
touching my hair and asking how they can be allies. Why 
do I have to do the work? I thought SPOOR fixed this BS! 

The worst! My stupid parents bought this for me because 
they hate that I’m gender fluid. I don’t need this to date. 
I don’t need attention. I need to be left the fuck alone.  

No, I would not recommend this product

No, I would not recommend this product



FAKT

A smart condom that knows both yours and your partner’s 
preferences for frictionless and satisfying intimacy. 

Trust IKEA to optimize your sexual style. We take the work and 
human errors out of sexual intelligence.

Each of us has unique of doing things. There’s never been 
perfect way of a one-size-fits-all until now. It’s time to shed 
old conventions about how to come together in intimacy.


Link FAKT to Magic Rabbit Services for optimum

Perfomance to synergize with home decor and smart 
appliances.


FAKT iOS app available for free download with in app 
purchases. 

$17/3-pack  
Magic Rabbit Service: 
$19/month/person



No, I would not recommend this product

This doesn’t work for men that have sex with men. I’m 
not gay. Just saying for a friend. Update your profiles! 

Wait. I thought this was supposed to work for me, not 
make me a slave to my partner’s needs. She can take 
care of herself, I certainly don’t need to. I’m a man, not  
a romance novel. 

Shed old conventions? Bollocks! Pun intended. Way to 
design a product from the male perspective. IKEA keeping 
the white cis male patriarchy alive. 

No, I would not recommend this product

This was all wrong. Wrong firmness, wrong touch, wrong 
everything. Get out of my bedroom. 





Sign up for Magic Rabbit before GDPR goes 
into effect and save 75%! Offer expires May 25

data
Monetize Smarten

problematic futures

Unte But so

We believe everyone deserves safety and 
security. We’ll help you build, protect and 
monetize your smart home and digital persona.



 

Future expectations can be wonderful. 
Like when you are little and on the way 
to your best friend’s party.


Life at home is full of expectations too. 
But some are of a different kind. The 
kind that make things complicated and 
try to turn you into someone you’re not.


Well this catalog stands on your side, 
your best you, against all the negative 
expectations. We’ve tried to create 
ideas that make life easier and more 
enjoyable. Ideas for all parts of your 
lived life. 


We’ve focused on not just designing 
living spaces but lived experiences.


Most people want to have a good time 
and be their best. If that’s you, read on, 
you’re going to find to have a nice read.


Goodbye expectations. Hello you. 

Are you a structured student or 
do you go with the flow? Are you 
a night owl or an early bird? Do 

you spend you nights studying or 
partying hard? 

Whoever you are, we have gear 
to make your student life the 

best.

We make product and solutions 
with someone in mind. Not just 
things without a purpose. We even 
move in with people to learn how 
to make better products. 

Have in mind a way of being? We 
have inspiring and utterly 
improvisational styles for stress-
free socializing.

persona? 

Magic
SPOOR  
Pheromone  
Emitter   

$499  

Social Persona



Family Genome Data Monetizing

Magic Rabbit Services

MagicRabbit Services
Family Genome Data Monetizing

MagicRabbit Services



Social Persona (13)

We don’t believe in perfect homes. We believe in homes that are a 
perfect reflection of the lives that are lived inside. Where everything 
looks the way you want it to and you feel the way you want to, 
without costing a fortune. That’s why we filled this section with 
tons of different ideas about coming home to yourself. You’ll love 
making you more you.

 Intra-personal

Take a well-deserved break! See how you can find the real 
vacation feeling in no time. These products put you in the happy 
and relaxed mood that reflects your lived life.

 You Time

Make your work place an attractive place for you and your co-
workers. Add subtle but powerful enhancements to make you 
work work for you!



 Intimacy

The day starts and ends here. With a bit of imagination, it can be 
elevated beyond a place to snooze. Whatever world you create, we 
have the perfect lived experience for designed spaces.

Create a being out in nature where the outside world fades away. 
A true transformation doesn’t have to be hard. With some simple 
steps turn a relaxing fantasy into reality for Mom.



Summary: To create a VIDEO PROTOTYPE of the SPOOR Pheromone Emitter that illustrates a interaction and creates questions 
where western hetero-normative capitalist systems are not explicitly serving people but rather serving the apparatus of economic 
optimization. Optimizing for technology may not be creating a more democratic world to serve a greater good.  Large 
technological systems are may be altering our consciousness faster than our ability to critique and engage with it. Drinking the 
design thinking Kool-aid likely strengthens the systems we seek to disable, (Design Trouble).


Scenarios for consideration:


1. Parents buy SPOOR for college aged gay son to help him date women and be cured ,(and become hetro active).


2. Purchasing my higher self as a persona, to uncover emotional and psychological growth to be a better student, father and 
husband.


3. Like Botany of Desire, where flowers, ( apples, marijuana,) manipulate humans for survival and to flourish, AI could be running 
manipulating experiments on culture humans for us into hybrid that serve AI better.


4. AI plays with us for its own entertainment by releasing pheremones to make human situation more intense.

5. Office Space redux with dealing with co-workers.


IKEA is considered innocuous in the business of designing interiors. What if IKEA designed not just living spaces but 
fostered certain kinds of lived experiences? What if the Scandinavian lifestyle/persona could be bought as personality? 
What if the nordic progressive sense of sexuality could be purchased? 


